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In view of the fact that all personal incomes are taxed far
beyond the imagination of our forefathers and with only a small
deduction for depreciation, it seems fitting and proper that our
personal bodies should be allowed a deductible per cent. While
at the age of twenty one had approximately his whole hide, at
forty he has usually only a part of his original carcass. Where
vegetation once was abundant about his forehead, here the timber
line has greatly receded and peninsulas and coves have set in.
Where thirty-two ivory choppers once served him faithfully,
only a few staggering biters remain to carry on. Stomach, lungs,
heart, liver, ears and eyes become less active.
Now comes the question: How much is a live body worth
in dollars and cents and what is the depreciation each year over
a period of twenty? Here is a question which if not given careful
consideration could become a disastrous event. For instance, if
the appraisal of a body was determined by its weight or height,
those of different sizes would be greatly offended, as they would
undoubtedly consider their bodies as valuable as their neighbor's, in which they would certainly be justified. It would seem
advisable to allow each individual the same valuation-say, one
million dollars-regardless of abilities or disabilities and with a
depreciation of at least five per cent each year. At the end of
twenty such years he would devaluate one hundred per cent,
which would automatically disqualify him from bodily deduction, as he would theoretically not be worth salvaging. Although
he might not be on his last legs, he would in all probability have
his legs on last. This bodily appraisal would not only give prestige to the individual, it would also increase the valuation of
every town and city from millions to billions, and although one
might be scuttled beyond mental conception, in the eyes of his
neighbor he still would be worth a million dollars.
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WORKING FOR TORPEDO

It was a lean spell of coastal trading that persuaded me to

enter a new field of livelihood. Armed with a long-handled pitchfork and accompanied by a large bottle of insect repellent, I
sauntered inland and fortunately hired out as a hay maker.
My employer, whose name was Torpedo and who was an
ambitious individual, would mow down great quantities of green
hay, regardless of weather conditions, and without drying it he
would fill his barns to their peaks. This I considered poor judgment and I doubted somewhat the soundness of his mind.
It was on a damp dreary afternoon, with the sky heavily
loaded with cumulus clouds, that I received a most terrifying
fright. We were feverishly stacking large quantities of wet green
grass when a terrific explosion occurred in one of the loaded
barns.
"There she blows!" I cried, and rammed my pitchfork into
the ground. The entire building appeared to expand, but miraculously returned to its original size, as a great cloud of greenishblack smoke and steam encircled the building.
"Great guns!" I yelled. "Did you see that, Torpedo?''
"She always does that," he replied calmly, without even casting a glance toward his active volcano. ''You see," he continued,.
"when she pops, it loosens the hay and at the same time it dries
out, otherwise it might get a severe singeing."
I slowly shook my befuddled head and continued with the
stacking.
However, about the seventh day after a compartment had
been filled, I always kept a sharp lookout and tried to maintain
a position on the windward side of the barn. And I shall always
be of the opinion that some day all of Torpedo's roofs will be
blown upward and deposited deeply inside the Milky Way.
10
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DOGS AND DOG DAYS

One of the most unusual occurrences that I have ever had
the opportunity to witness, was in a coastal town which had been
shrouded with fog for several weeks. In order for the inhabitants
to perform their daily duties, it was necessary to stretch long
guide lines through the streets and alleys.
One morning, while aboard my sloop, which was tied up
close to a narrow byway, a deep, gruff bark suddenly came from
off the starboard, followed by a shrill howl off my port side.
This continued for several minutes until I finally mistrusted what
was happening. Two beasts, undoubtedly old sea dogs, and presumably under way, were signaling to each other in steamboat
fashion, keeping to their left. Suddenly there came a high-pitched
bark. It sounded like a female. This solitary bark greatly worried me, as it was quite evident that the lady dog had her signals
fouled. She should have responded with two yelps. A gruff two
barks came again from down the alley. It was promptly acknowledged by that one shrill yip. Since the two canines were rapidly
advancing, with one seemingly out of order, there was only one
thing to do. I quickly poked my head out of an open port and
gave the second bark. Just then a poodle and a Saint Bernard
crossed directly in front of me, not more than one half dog's
length apart. That extra bark, no doubt, prevented a head-on
collision.
However, it later occurred to me that this episode was not
so unusual after all, as we were passing through our yearly period
of dog days.
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It was a howling northeast snowstorm, as I sat in the forecastle of the Lizzie M., humped over my shipmate stove. The
scarcity of fuel and insufficient currency was my greatest worriment. My larder consisted of a package of oolong and a few
nibbles of hardtack. A dollar bill and a five-spot were my entire
wealth. After a thirty-minute conference, I boarded my dory and
rowed swiftly ashore. Here, I hesitated whether to break Lincoln
or dispose of Washington. Deciding on the latter, I returned to
my quarters, accompanied by two dried pollocks, a bushel of
potatoes and ten pounds of salt pork.
A three-legged stool and a rickety chair were my only furniture. Reserving the stool, I immediately dismantled the chair
for heating purposes. It was made of rock maple and gave me
a delightful evening of warmth. On the second day, through
sheer want of heat, I was forced to break two legs off my stool,
leaving only one on which to perch. By backing into a corner
I was able to remain upright on my one-legged roost, except
when occasionally dozing; upon awaking I would find myself
wobbling around like a spent top.
After twenty-four fireless hours I ascended the companionway and gazed hopefully forward in search of a solution for my
misery. A faint smile spread over my frosty face as I scanned
the shapely foremast. The masts could easily stand a fathom's
drop. Locating my buck saw, I crawled under the deck and
sawed off a two-foot chunk next to the heel. The foremast dropped
with a tremendous bang. For an instant I doubted the soundness of my plan. Although the two-foot drop made the shrouds
sag and the deadeyes droop, I did enjoy two days of warmth
and comfort.
Once more the intense cold drove me forward and this time
I measured off a four-foot section. If the first drop had caused
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me consternation, this last downfall shattered all my dreams of
survival. As the cut piece flew out, my sloop shivered from stem
to stern. Her timbers snapped and cracked. Green salt water
gushed into my scupper mouth. The mast had crashed completely
through her planks and penetrated the mud below. After several
tense moments of great excitement, I scurried to my bunk and
dashed back with my patchwork bed quilt. Cramming the quilt
firmly into the smashed plank, I succeeded in calking the opening.
However, I immensely enjoyed the glowing heat from the
four-foot chunk, and with the weather having moderated, I was
soon able to make repairs. After adjusting the rigging to fit the
mast, I spent the remainder of the winter in perfect harmony.
~~~~~~~~

GRANDMA KEEPS ME UPRIGHT

Being interested in a seat that would remain upright and in
a horizontal position while at sea, regardless of the roll of the
ship, I set about to experiment with all sorts of arts and crafts.
Finally, after reading numerous articles on magnetism, cataclysm and rheumatism, I constructed a mechanical contrivance
of weights and balances which was carefully and scientifically
set in gimbals.
Now I was able to sit and steer with the greatest of ease,
and though my sloop pitched and rolled, I always retained a
horizontal position. In fact I soon became a most upright citizen.
A short time later I also arranged my bunk in a gimbal ring,
and then I became wholly and completely gimbalized.
On shore, however, I ran into other problems which disturbed
me beyond question. Being accustomed to the water slapping
against my vessel's sides and washing along her deck, I found
it extremely difficult to sleep in such a quiet atmosphere.
One evening, while visiting Grandmother, who was nibbling
around the one-hundred mark, I was unable to close my eyes.
As I lay on my back staring out into the celestial sphere, I
detected a slight disturbance, presumably around the well curb.
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Suddenly a few sprinkles of water struck my bedroom window.
Believing that a squall was rapidly approaching, I peered down
into the beyond. There was Grandmother with a sou'wester secured tightly around her chin and hastily drawing water with
a wooden bucket. She would swing the loaded container back
and forth, trying to gain momentum and then with all her might
and a heave-ho hurl its contents at my window, three stories up.
She was trying her best to substitute for my sloop in a stiff
breeze, so as to provide me with sufficient rest in my customary
fashion.
After a few splashes I was able to close my organs of sight
and I soon fell into a most comfortable snooze.
Although Grandmother bailed the well dry during the night,
she could not quite heave the water past the middle sash, which
no doubt could be attributed to her great age and possibly the
weight of the five-gallon bucket.

THE SHARK RACE
Completely stripped of funds and provisions, I sailed the
Lizzie M. into a strange port on one of the Sunda Islands. Upon
coming to an anchor, I immediately aroused my faculties for a
plan whereby I could alleviate my hunger.
Entering a small village, my attention was attracted by a
group of chattering natives who were dragging a naked individual, apparently in great pain, from a small pool of water. Mingling among the chatterers, I learned to my great astonishment
that the writhing body was a man who because of sheer want
of sportsmanship on the part of his fellows and for a scanty
reward, had been made to swim the distance of twenty yards in
advance of a man-eating shark of enormous size. Inquiring further into the details, I discovered that I had wandered into the
island's amusement center where the race between man and shark
was presented as a means to attract people to the yearly festival.
As I gaped around, my hungry eyes fell upon a dozen or
more long tables loaded with all sorts of rare delicacies. Unable
14

to purchase the meanest crumb, I gingerly reached out one hand
with the intention of snitching a small bite. I had no sooner
closed my fingers around a prune-shaped object than a large,
hairy hand grasped me by the throat and I was swiftly dragged
to the bank of the shark pool. Here I was uncivilly introduced to
an evil-eyed creature who informed me in broken English that
in order to clear my thieving conscience and restore his good
faith in me, I must swim the length of the pond with the carnivorous shark for a rear guard.
Desperately I explained my situation-that I was not a snitcher
at heart but greatly undernourished from the lack of proper
vitamins, a very poor swimmer and if overtaken by the maneater, he would in all probability discover my scrawny condition and pass me up as poor substitute for flesh and bones. At
this, my custodian merely grinned and removed my shirt with
a mighty rip. Having a keen sense of intuition, I concluded that
words were futile and that I should save my energy for the great
race ahead. If, by chance, I survived the contest, I was guaranteed a meal of worthy mention.
Upon presenting my watch to my executioner, I was allowed,
as a friendly gesture, two special privileges, which were not
granted to my predecessors. Firstly, I was permitted to cover my
entire body with a blackish substance resembling axle grease,
and, secondly, I was given permission to ease my way into the
water, thus eliminating any splash, which would give me an advantage over my opponent, who would have difficulty in locating my exact position.
The rules were such that if I should become panicky and
try to crawl out of the pool before completing the required
distance, I would be savagely thrown back into the water. This
I considered neither just nor humane. However, taking one last
peek at the rare delicacies, I committed myself into the hands
of my Maker and crawled slowly into the dining room of the
man-eater, who was impatiently waiting near the surface a few
fathoms away.
As I slid under my wet covering I had a sudden desire to
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gulp down large swallows of water and end my torture, but my
unoccupied stomach required nourishment and urged me to go
on with the contest.
By using psychological reasoning, I placed myself in the
position of the shark who undoubtedly would cruise up and
down the pool in search of a moving body and at the slightest
motion would automatically dart in that direction. As I was
required to swim the length of the pond with no time limit
mentioned and no other condition than reaching the extreme
end in advance of the shark, I resolved to proceed with the
utmost care and propel my "swimmerettes" slowly. Picking up a
handful of small stones from the bottom of the pool, I floated
quietly to the surface. The shark, as I suspected, was advancing
from the opposite side.
Suddenly his black fin appeared, scarcely twenty feet from
where I was buoying on my back. The exterminator was headed
in my direction, and as it was useless to swim, I awaited my
extinction with only one hope in mind-that he would mistake
my black greasy body for some nonedible object. Remembering
the small stones that I held in my hand, I tossed one in his
direction. Like a flash he darted toward the splash. After much
confusion, and lashing his tail, he completely disappeared from
sight.
The moments that followed were extremely nerve-racking. I
remembered seeing, before entering the pool, a number of men,
some distance from the water's edge, with only one arm and
several with both arms but one leg missing. No doubt, they were
victims who had escaped with their lives after being thoroughly
pruned by the man-eater.
Just as I was about to cry out for mercy, the greedy monster
came to the surface barely ten feet away. Quickly I tossed a
pebble to the opposite side of the pool. He wheeled and sped
in that direction. Sinking to the bottom, I gathered larger stones
and upon returning to the surface, tossed them in front of the
brute, completely befuddling him. He jumped clear of the water
several times, then dove straight down, only to appear in wild
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fury. Again I returned to the pool's bed and gathered stones of
various sizes, throwing them to all parts of the pond, which
greatly agitated my roommate. Finally, I noticed that he moved
more slowly and was gradually settling in the water. His fin was
barely showing, where before it had projected several inches
above the water level.
Returning to the bottom, I brought up a stone of a larger
dimension and hurled it toward the killer. Desperately he tried
to reach the missile. I ducked below to observe his actions. As
the rock sank, he rolled over on his back and grasped it in his
murderous mouth, then settled slowly to the bottom. Fearing a
trick, I steathily approached and dropped a small stone past his
nose. He made no attempt to attack. Cautiously I seized him by
the tail, and after tugging and swimming for several minutes, I
reached my destination. With the help of many hands, I dragged
the man-eater from the water. By slashing open his stomach I
discovered to my extreme amazement that he had swallowed all
the stones I had tossed into the pool, thus loading himself with
such a rock pile that he was unable to navigate.

============~==

AN ARTIST BEAR

Dropping anchor in a sheltered inlet, I reclined peacefully
in my hickory rocker. At the end of one week I had seemingly
rocked halfway around the globe. Not caring to complete the
other half of the circuit, which would most likely place me in
hostile territory, I hopped to my feet; upset my rocker to discourage any backsliding desires, and grasped my fouling piece.
Upon sculling ashore, I was quickly swallowed up by nature's
plumage, which was exceedingly delightful, as I had not walked
in the lee of a shade · tree for many moons. For three days I
wandered aimlessly around. All knowledge of my whereabouts
had completely vanished. This was of minor consequence, however, as the entire solar system was available for my guidance.
It was four bells in the afternoon of the fourth day that I
witnessed one of the most unusual occurrences that I have ever
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beheld. Upon approaching a bushy area, with scattered wild
fruit trees, I was extremely surprised to find heaps of apples
here and there as far as the eye could see. Believing that a
toiler was close by, I peered about for any animated existence.
Suddenly, from behind a pumpkin-sized Wolf River whizzed
past my port ear. Leaping to one side, I came sharply about.
To my great astonishment, there stood a huge black bear hardly
ten fathoms away.
Being too dumbfounded to shoot, I merely gaped in bewilderment. The bear, pretending to be unaware of my presence, was diligently fishing apples from the leaves and scooping them into small piles.
I had no sooner recovered from this remarkable episode,
when a shower of apples fell from above. Glancing aloft, I staggered backward, completely flabbergasted.
A bear weighing no less than three hundred pounds was viciously cuffing a large limb. Here was teamwork in its barest
form.
Cautiously tiptoeing into a thicket, I grounded myself and
watched attentively. Having been in this position several hours,
thereby exposing myself to an attack by a malicious cramp, I
was about to draw a bead on the fattest bear when my attention
was aroused by a third supporter. If the first two creatures had
astounded me, this last helper threw me into spasms.
Here was a bear with the grace of an artist. As the apples
were heaped up in pyramid shape, this super-assistant was
daintily placing a large red apple on top of each pile. Unable
to believe my bulging eyes, I wildly shook my head, and using
the last rays of the sun to determine a course, I scudded toward
my sloop with hurricane speed.
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IN THE LUMBER BUSINESS

Joining up with a lumber concern, I soon found myself well
established in an unorganized territory of great value. The trees
were not only magnificent in size, but their straightness for spars
would have made water the mouths of the builders of the King's

Navy.
It was but sheer luck that I obtained the position as the
cook's helper, and it was not unusual to see the sixty-foot table
sag from its ponderous load. While serving in this capacity, I was
occasionally detailed to a nearby lake to procure fish for the
entire group. It was on my last detail that I made the acquaintance of a monstrous bear. His sides were like two slabs, and it
was quite conceivable that my entire catch and my whole body
would easily fit inside his empty hull. Quickening my pace, I
managed to maintain my distance, ·although I was extremely
handicapped by having only one face, whereas if I had been twofaced I would have had one to watch the trail ahead.
A few yards from camp, my pursuer suddenly lumbered out
from behind a scraggly spruce. I quickly hurled a large bass in
his direction. He paused to gulp it down, then he eyed me with
a desirous aspect. Abandoning my load, I speedily departed. As
I sprang through the open door the cook was carefully lowering
the thirty-gallon bean kettle onto the floor. Unable to swerve
aside, I frantically cried out, "Hard down your helm!" and landed
with both feet inside the bean pot. The impact was tremendous
and the beans, overflowing with surprise, darted in all directions.
It was justly called a mess house. However, I had preserved my
hide, which was indeed a cheerful thought.
Shortly after this beany deliverance, we abandoned the camp
and proceeded down the river with the logs. At this period, I was
transferred into the river driver's outfit. It was with this laborious
detachment that I received the greatest fright of my entire
existence.
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We were bivouacked close to the river and sleeping on firbough beds. The weather was mild during the day, but frosty at
night.
Early the following morning I was suddenly aroused by a
deep-throated voice. "Where shall I whack it off?" it bellowed.
My eyelids Hew up. Directly above stood a black-bearded creature with a glistening broad ax clasped in both his hands.
"Pocahontas!" I cried, and tried to roll out of range. The weapon
descended with a hearty thud. It's surprising, I thought, what
little pain one suffers when completely decapitated. I could see
perfectly, but felt a slight chill in the back of my severed top
piece. Struggling to my knees, I groped around for my disconnected head and I was exceedingly dumbfounded to find my
uppermost portion all intact.
During the cold night my hair, which had not been trimmed
for several months, had frozen into a damp spot. Since I had no
hot water to thaw the ice, a fellow worker, noticing my precarious
situation, chopped off the frozen section, thus freeing me from a
congealed position.

SALTY AND ALLSPICE
Salty and I were in a depressive mood. Day after day we
rocked back and forth, reminiscing. Old sailors and ships were
mentally brought to life. Even Grandfather, who had been
inanimate for many years, was at times practically alongside.
No doubt, this could be attributed to the fact that Salty was
painfully wearing Cramp's lower plate, while I, whom he had
especially favored, was grinding away with his uppers.
Salty, having a creative nature, decided to free his mind of
all morbid disorders, and he approached me with a solution
that, to say the least, was irregular but pedectly suited for our
gloomy condition.
A pulling match was the prescribed amusement between
Salty's biting mustang and my kicking mule, Allspice.
Backing the contestants close up, Salty, being handy with
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hitches, quickly incorporated their tails with a large square knot
and leaped to one side. There was ten·i£c pawing and kicking.
Their tails snapped and cracked.
"Cut 'em loose," I cried to Salty, who, with his legs spread
apart, was loudly applauding.
"Cast 'em off," I cried again, "they'll pull 'em out."
Sensing the inevitable, Salty drew his sheath knife and approached the square knot. Suddenly there was a sharp snap,
and Salty sprang backward as his rebel mustang shot past with
the speed of a scared squid.
Allspice stood perfectly still, switching her two tails.

)C=======c

MUSICAL PARKING METERS

Upon returning from a tedious passage in my sloop. I prepared myself for a ramble ashore. Leisurely I sauntered to the
main street, where a row of upright objects aroused my curiosity.
As I stood contemplating, a car pulled up alongside, and the
driver, disembarking, pressed a coin into the top of one of the
stanchions where a hand automatically flipped to a thirty-minute
mark.
I smiled inwardly and inserted another coin. Two tunes would
start me off in high spirits, I thought, and possibly the thing
might dump its contents-which would be very acceptable. As I
patiently waited, a second vehicle rolled up and broke the silence
of the seeming juke box. Immediately it sent forth a pleasant
waltz. I listened attentively and was extremely surprised when
the music completely fizzled out as the car drove off. A tramp
dog, whose name, I learned later, was Hobo, also had a look of
bewilderment.
I cruised up and down the street, making deposits into the
vertical devices and commenting aloud on their inconsistency.
Suddenly a dozen or more tunes whooped out at once. I paced
back and forth, trying to absorb a little of each, and observed
that the occupants of several cars were grinning with delight.
My coins were at last paying off-which was exceedingly gratify-
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ing. I was greatly astonished, however, at occasionally hearing a
weather report come from these mechanical uprights.
One musical post, a tune switcher, greatly intrigued me, and
here I lounged for several minutes conversing with a car operator, a nervous individual, who kept twiddling his fingers along
the dash but who had an ear for music and showed much eagerness in sharing my entertainment.
Finally I grew weary of the playthings and peered about for
a defective upright that would unload its contents. I inserted
several nickels but was unable to flush a single jackpot. The time
being close to eight bells, I withdrew to my sloop with a feeling
of uncertainty as to the source of my amusement.
~~~~~~~~~~

CRAMP'S DRIVING TEST

Ten years had elapsed since Cramp last operated a car. Due
to his great age it was necessary for him to participate in a road
test.
On the fourteenth of October, in the year of the great
drought, Cramp and I scouted among our neighbors for sufficient water to fill the radiator to a mean low level. After I helped
him into the front seat, we proceeded under one bell to the designated place where every effort was made to satisfy the state
instructor of Cramp's driving aptitude. A few oral questions were
asked to which he readily responded with the proper answers,
with the exception of one, that being to recite the golden rule
of the road.
Cramp's answer was forthcoming. "When you see three lights
ahead, port your helm and show your red."
The examiner scratched his chin and put on a cynical look.
"Here's another," said Cramp proudly. "Both in safety and
in doubt, always keep a good look-out. Should there be no room
to turn, stop her quick and go astern."
The inspector sprang to his feet and recited loudly rule fortyseven. "Drive as you would have others drive-safely."
"That's another good one," replied Cramp and climbed be-
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hind the wheel. With special permission I retired to the rear
seat.
Cramp was doing superbly until he tried to fill his pipe while
under way. At this he was sharply reprimanded, but he remained
deaf to all criticism and opened the throttle to its limit. The old
car shivered as she responded, and immediately went into a
shimmying scud, as Cramp lighted his smoker.
We were approaching a dangerous intersection with no indication of stopping. "Brake her, Cramp," I cried, "brake her!"
"I never saw her wriggle like this," he yelled into the inspector's ear. "Hang to the rail, boys, I'm going to luff her up."
He clamped both feet firmly on all the pedals and sheered the
vehicle over the curb and into a tangled vineyard. The instructor
relaxed his grip on the back seat and plucked a small grape from
his right ear, at the same time motioning me to man the wheel.
With some difficulty I persuaded the examinee to withdraw his
activities.
Before hiking back to his post, the inspector seized Cramp's
hand and shook it heartily. "Sir," he said respectfully, "that was
remarkable. No other .man in the country would have brought
that vehicle out of its tailspin and lighted his pipe at the disadvantage you were in."
Cramp scratched a match on his pipe bowl. "Here's another,"
he puffed. "Act as judgment says is proper, to port, to starboard,
back or stop her."

----------------- .. ---------

LIGHTNING STRIKES

There was nothing more delightful to Cramp than a riproaring thundershower. He would place his big rocker just inside
the threshold, open the door and watch the lightning ziz-zag
across the murky sky.
A storm was brewing and Cramp was situated in his usual
position. He lighted his TD pipe and waited to be entertained.
Finally, a few drops of rain fell, accompanied by a faint flash of
lightning and a weak clap of thunder. In Cramp's mind, the
23
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storm was a fizzle. It had spent itself in some other community
and was completely exhausted.
Fully appreciating his desire for a snappy shower and not
wishing to disappoint him, I left the house and armed myself
with a long, narrow, white-pine board. Stealthily approaching
on one side of the back stoop, I peered around the corner a short
distance from where Cramp was patiently waiting in his rocker.
Raising the board high above my head, I brought it fiercely
down on the stoop floor with a mighty crack. Cramp lost all
power of stability.
"Hang to the rigging," he shrieked, as he turned a double
somersault backward, ''I'm struck!"
Cramp, hearing all the commotion, rushed to his side and
frantically tried to raise him. Leaping to the top step, I presented my services. "It was I, Gram."
"Nonsense!" she screamed. "It's your grandfather, he's been
hit! Get the doctor quick!"
I hesitated to explain, but Cramp looked as though he had
flipped his last flop, as he lay on his back with one leg pointed
toward the Big Dipper. Racing to the barn and saddling the
mule, I galloped wildly for the nearest medical assistance. There
I excitedly related the situation. One hour later the doctor arrived and Cramp called for his TD, which was a sure sign of
his complete recovery.
''I've seen all types of lightning at sea," he puffed, "but nothing like that. It came from nowhere and resembled a long white
bolt followed by a crack louder than the slat of a foresail."
Upon stepping over the doorstool, the doctor eyed the long
board, then eyed me.
"Cramp," he mused, ''I'm of the opinion that you were struck
not with bolt lightning but with board lightning."
Cramp could never figure just what the doctor meant and I
refrained from an explanation and was careful not to create any
more artificial tempests.
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CRAMP DISAGREES
With our leather boots polished to a brilliant luster, Gramp
and I boarded the Model T and whined our way slowly toward
the seat of town democracy. Firmly grasping my hand, he towed
me briskly into the town hall, where we stationed ourselves directly in front of the moderator. We had no sooner made right
angles from our vertical postures than the moderator brought
his gavel down with a crack.
"Article nineteen," he cried. "To see if the town will vote to
purchase a boat landing for public use and to designate a location."
A number of places were suggested, all of which were favorable, with the exception of one which in Cramp's mind would
be of little value for a town landing.
It was a rare occasion when Grandfather expressed his views
at town meetings, but article nineteen had stirred him into
action. He leaped to his feet. "Hold everything!" he bellowed.
"That last site is no good!"
"What's the trouble with it?" cried a voice at the far end of
the building.
''I'll tell you what's the trouble with it," Gramp shouted back.
"In the first place, six months of the year it's low tide, three
months of the year it's frozen over and the other three months
it takes two flounders to lighter a sculpin up river."
A loud disorder broke loose, at which the moderator raised
the mallet in a mighty swing for silence. Just as it was about
to crack down on the desk, the wooden head flew wildly off the
handle.
"Duck, Gramp, duck!" I cried.
Being a trifle confused, he tried to dodge the missile. The
mallet head, like a well-aimed boomerang, took a curving course
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and caught him squarely between his organs of sight. Cramp was
tough and had banged around from the Bay of Fundy to the
West Indies. For an instant he fiercely shook his giddy head.
Then, with the agility of a black panther, he picked up the boomerang and with all his might hurled it savagely in the direction
of the moderator, who was safely "scooched" behind his desk.
The mallet head skidded across the top of the desk and
crashed through a windowpane beyond. After restoring the head
to the handle, a landing was selected finally at a place convenient for all.
oc

==c-:

THE MECHANICAL CHANGE BOX

Some years ago I was confined to my forecastle for several
months and it was delightful when I could once more use my
pins for navigable purposes. After a trial run across my :field and
back, I prepared my person for a shopping trip.
Arriving in town at exactly 10:30 A.M., I made my way to
O'Harrin's Department Store in hopes of purchasing a pair of
heavy-duty suspenders. It was with minor concern that I noticed
small wires connecting each counter to the central office and
miniature trolleys moving along the wires. Approaching a counter
likely-looking for my requirements, I was soon sole owner of a
pair of durable two-dollar suspenders guaranteed to hold up the
sturdiest pair of trousers under the severest test. Passing the clerk
a ten-dollar bill for my purchase I held out my right hand for
the eight dollars change. It was with grave solicitude and annoyance that the clerk crumbled the bill and a short note she had
written and jammed both into one of the small trolley boxes
which had just come in on a couple of wires with a bang.
'Who's next?" she said, briskly giving the box a push and
deliberately turning her back on me.
"Robber!" I shouted, "That was a ten-dollar bill." I leaped
toward the moving box as it passed over my head but the thing
was too quick for me.
Being used to locating buoys and beacons, it was with little
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effort that I kept the miniature trolley in sight as it traveled on
a westerly course toward the rear of the building. Making a
quick dash in that direction, I was about to salvage my yellowback when the trolley suddenly shot upward and into a large
cage. Here it was quickly seized by another bandit who immediately rifled its contents.
"That's my ten-spot!" I thundered and straightway made ready
to board the cage. Then I noticed a number of bills being
crammed into the same box, which was at once sent Hying along
the wires in my direction. As I stood ready to pounce on it, a
tiny switch veered it to another line of wires running parallel
with the first. Someone shouted, ''You'll get your change, take it
easy, cap!"
"You betcha I'll get it!" I roared back, "You betchal"
It was a matter of speed between the trolley and me. With
both eyes glued to the small carriage and taking enormous
strides, I was rapidly gaining when suddenly my feet became
entangled with other feet. Someone uttered an oath and a large
bony fist shot past my right ear. I hit the hard floor in a rolling
tumble and, after two complete somersaults, came to a stop with
a thud against the suspender counter.
A slender arm reached over the counter and dropped eight
dollars into my lap. Uttering a sickly groan, I staggered to my
feet, pulled my old sou'wester over my eyes and retreated unsteadily to the street.

cccc::cc::c::c::cc::c::c::c INSURANCE MYSTERIES
Soon after I sold my sloop, Lizzie M., I was pursued by an
automobile salesman. After giving me a demonstration and a
friendly pat, he sold me a vehicle of worthy mention. I had no
sooner purchased the honker than I was greeted by an insurance
agent, and he, having my interest in mind, drew my attention
to the benefits of a protective policy. The arrangements were
made in such haste that I did not have the time to find out who
was protecting whom.
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A few days later, while reading about a disastrous car accident, I suddenly remembered my policy. Placing my feet on a
corner of the table and igniting my TD pipe, I became involved
in one of the most confusing documents ever.to be enacted. Using
my forefinger as a pointer, I made my way carefully and hopefully down through the fine print of the policy.
" (a) Except with respect to bailment, lease, conditional sale,
mortgage or other encumbrances, the name insured is sole owner
of the automobile."
I had the impression that I was supposed to own the car.
Reloading my smoker and clamping my teeth firmly on the stem,
I continued with the intelligence test.
"Any other automobile under respect to the use of which is
afforded under insuring agreement V of this policy, the occupant
by the name insured or spouse."
"No savvy," I whispered, bringing my sleepy right foot down
on the floor with a bang.
Turning to another paragraph, I tried again to decipher the
code:
"If the name insured cancels earned premiums shall be computed in accordance with the customary table and procedure.
If the insurer cancels pro rata."
"Eight hands around!" I cried and threw the brain twister
into the woodbox. Leaping to my feet and placing my battered
sou'wester firmly on my head, I boarded my new possession with
only one motive in view-to interpret my policy by the hit-or-miss
method.
Driving recklessly onto the highway and astraddle the white
line, I kept a sharp look-out for a prospect to collide with. I had
no sooner shifted into high gear than a mammoth trailer truck
bore down upon me. I held to the middle of the road intending
to side-swipe the approaching freighter. A loud blast of horn
sounded ahead of me, followed by several short toots. Although
I wanted to be run into the worst way, the oncoming monster
gave me to believe that if I pursued my course, I would be
squashed beyond recognition. As I only wanted to be dented, I
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swerved to my starboard. The wake from the speeding truck
lifted my sou'wester and nearly capsized us.
Three times I tried to engage someone in a minor collisionbut to no avail.
Pulling up to a gas station for refueling, I perceived a rickety
old truck, whose driver bent over the steering wheel as though
asleep. I approached the truck and tapped the occupant lightly
on the shoulder.
"Do you want to earn five dollars?" I asked.
"How?" he muttered.
"Run into me," I said.
Slowly turning his head and opening one eye, he gave me a
squinty look. "Nuts!" he drawled. "How long you been out?"
Upon leaving the station, I decided to abandon my method
of interpretation of my policy and to consult my agent. As I was
milling this over in my mind, I observed a fast-moving limousine
approaching on my side of the road. The driver ignored my
signal and came on with a roar. I had no alternative. Frantically
applying my brakes, I steered for the woods and ducked my head
under the dash. A loud swish and a gust of wind passed very
close, either beside or over me.
Leaving my conveyance halfway up a small oak, I wearily
staggered to my cabin. Upon consulting my agent, I was advised
that this particular policy did not protect me from young saplings. However, I am working on a key that, when completed,
will decode any and all policies.

..:==============c::x::::'l "BARBEROUS" DAYS
I pulled my old rocker up close to the fireplace, ripped off
a lengthy piece of dried pollock and began to ponder how I
could maintain an existence during the lean months ahead. Finally, a stupendous idea popped into my noggin. A barber shop
was the answer. Although I was not a haircutter by trade, I had,
in past years, cut a few corners.
Mounting my rocker on a raised platform, I patiently waited
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for a prospect to appear. On the third night my efforts were rewarded. At exactly eight bells, at the end of the second dog
watch, a fumbling noise came from outside around the latch.
Hobo, my canine companion, was the first to detect the disturbance. His yawn was cut short as the door flew open and in tumbled
an individual with every indication that he was passing through
a stage of inebriation.
Peering over my specs, I gazed in astonishment. His hair
and whiskers, like a stringy mop, hung nearly to his shoulders
and it was as abundant in front as behind. In fact, it was difficult
to tell just where the look-out part of his cranium was situated.
I dropped my gaze to a lower latitude to note the direction his
feet were pointing to and from there to ascertain the whereabouts of his face. Suddenly a huge opening, which resembled
a ship's scupper, but which was his mouth, appeared on one
side of his top piece.
"Out!" he bellowed.
"Aye, aye, sir," says I, and waved him to the rocker, where
he almost instantly fell into a state of semi-numbness. This made
my work extremely difficult, as it was necessary to hold his head
up with one hand and do my shearing with the other.
However, I finally overcame all these obstacles and encircled
his globe several times, trying to keep on the same parallel.
As I trimmed around on the last lap, he suddenly awoke and
leaped from the rocker. "Great guns!" he cried. "What in sam
hill are you doing?"
Grasping my cracked mirror in both his hands, he brought
it fiercely down over my pinnacle, leaving the frame dangling
around my scraggy isthmus. "I wanted a tooth pulledl" he thundered.
As my dissatisfied customer lumbered through the door, I had
a strong suspicion that my "barberous" days had terminated.
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coc CATCHING FISH WITH A PITCHFORK
Having retired for a long winter's night snooze, I was extremely alarmed when out of the frosty darkness several sharp
bangs echoed through my cabin. I hesitated to investigate, since
I had been in a deep sleep, so I lay in a state of tense alertness.
Bang, bang, bang! The sound was repeated a few feet from
my bunk, seemingly outside the building.
Lowering my feet to the floor, I located my sealskin slippers
and groped about for my only weapon, a sturdy two-tine pitchfork, which I had formerly used to remove fish from a vessel's
hold. Grasping the four-foot handle with the strength of Hercules, though greatly moderated, I shuffied through the door
and proceeded to the rear of the house.
As I approached the sink window, the noise came again. "Lay
low there," I roared and charged a suspicious-looking object
under the window.
As I liberated myself from the prickly burdock plant (which
was what the suspicious-looking object proved to be), the noise
came louder than ever-this time from inside. Stealthily entering
my abode, I crouched in the center of the room and adjusted
my legs for a speedy attack.
Flap, flap, flap! This time it was directly in front of me. "The
Devil himself!" I cried, and rammed the pitchfork into the sink.
The basin turned into a bedlam of confusion. I swung the fork
over my head and into the dishpan and finally hurled it savagely
through the window. Here I tossed all precaution to the four
winds and sprang toward the disorder, receiving a stinging slap
on my port cheek. This was the climax. I instantly delivered a
random punch and unfortunately contacted the pump handle,
which bobbed up and down several times.
Now the entire household became a beehive of activity. Held
aloft by a shaky hand, a kerosene lamp, which was our only
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means of illumination-electricity being several poles away-penetrated the darkness. "Watch hoi" I shrieked hysterically, "there's
a genie loose in the sink."
'What's Aunt Jenny doing in there?" piped up a small fry.
Suddenly my hands closed over a flat, slippery creature. I
grasped it by what seemed to be its nose and desperately hung on.
As the lamp lighted the room, we gazed upon a most fishy
spectacle. The sink was alive with huge flounders. I had completely forgotten that I had speared several large black-backs
that very day and that I had dumped them into the basin, partially frozen. As they gradually defrosted during the evening,
they intermittently spanked their tails on the bottom of the iron
sink:
This in itself was really not so unusual, but it was exceedingly fantastic to find that my pitchfork handle, which had recently been inserted and was made of wet, green, red oak, was
now dry as a bone. I had undoubtedly grasped it with such intense pressure that I had unknowingly squeezed out all the
moisture.

loQooOQ=============== CRAMP'S SPEECH
A dedication was in the making, and although Cramp was
not an orator, his great age and thrilling experiences were justification for his participation in the ceremony. Having withdrawn
from educational activities at an early age, it was difficult for him
to read fluently. His memory was also impaired to such a degree
that it was necessary for an assistant to prompt him constantly.
The moment arrived. There was a large attendance. Cramp's
wearing apparel was musty but orderly. Having his welfare at
heart, I had carefully coached him, and at the proper time I
scooched behind a large wooden cracker container, close to his
side, with a copy of the address.
Cramp brought his palm down on the box with a mighty
slap, making me wince. "Men and women," he cried, 'Tm saying,
I'm saying."
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"Saying what?" yelled a sarcastic culprit on the outskirts.
This insulting remru·k threw Cramp completely off his course
and left his mind empty of any oratory desires. Only an old sea
shanty remained which he vigorously delivered.
''I'm saying this," he thundered. "I was born and brought up
in an earthquake, rode a wild boar and a lion, fed on dried snakes
six months and six days. Men's deaths and dying moans are
music in my ears. Lay low, gentlemen, I'm about to let loose."
"Great guns," I groaned, "Cramp has forgotten everything
and gone completely loco."
'What's next?" he hoarsely whispered. I hurriedly scanned
the address and gulped successively. "Today we are assembled
here in memory of those who gave their lives for a just cause."
Cramp swung his mallet fist and loudly vociferated, "Today
we are assembled here to give our wives a short pause."
"Their lives, Cramp!" I cried. "Their lives for a just cause!"
"That's near enough, sonny," he blurted. "Give me another
line." His right hand was firmly clamped on the corner of the
container, with his left thumb hiding part of an important word.
"Take your thumb away," I hissed.
Cramp's reasoning was zero. He leaned far over the cracker
box and yelled excitedly to the audience, "Take your thumb
away!"
There was a terrific hubbub among the gathering. A true
friend leaped to the platform and shaking Cramp's hand, politely
disposed of him, and then delivered a short speech worthy of
the occasion.

GOT SPRING FEVER FROM THE MATTRESS
It was after a sideswiping incident that I found myself in a
run-down condition and immediately made plans to enter a
rest home.
During my convalescent period I, at times, assisted in making minor repairs about the home. While helping to fit a smoke
pipe into a section of the chimney, I unfortunately contracted
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the flu, which no doubt in a large sense had been inspired by
the stove's draft, to which I had been subjected.
Being in no position either to assist or assert, I was impelled
to my bed, feeling all the while, as I staggered about, like a yawing ship. Here a spell of effervescence set in during which I became extremely rampageous. In fact, I would turn several somersaults in rapid succession-which can only be done by one who
is under a great strain.
It was during this violent upheaval that my mattress, which
had powerful elastic force, released one of its coils and injected
into me, without warning, a stinging dose of spring fever.
This last assault advanced my spark to its limit, and I became
a convulsive jumping jack. Gradually I wobbled to a stop and
went as limp as a wet rag. However, having a sinewy constitution, I doggedly recovered and once more looked forward to
residing in my sloop.
Finally the day arrived when my troubles were alleviated
and my system needed no more servicing. Igniting my TD pipe,
I shouldered my duffle bag and strode blissfully down the street.
My elevated spirits, however, were soon lowered, for, as I descended the companionway, I suddenly found myself diving
headlong onto the galley floor.
Painfully trying to adjust my shaky drumsticks into a rising
position, I found to my extreme distress that I was besieged
with a stiff case of non-locomotion.

-- --

------------...
- - -~ - - - THE ELECTRIC SWEEPER
For many years I had used my birch-stick broom to sweep
my cabin floor. As it was nearly worn to a stump, it was very
gratifying to be presented with a new electric super vacuum
sweeper. Although I had been warned of its powerful intake
ability, I failed to take the necessary precautions.
The cord was plugged in, and I proceeded to remove all
debris in sight. The dirt and dust disappeared like hailstones in
summer. I pushed and pulled the thing backward and forward.
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Cigar stubs, burnt matches, strings ·and shavings were immediately gobbled up. Passing close to an old sock, the vacuum
sweeper instantly flipped it into the inflated bag; and though
the mechanism gave a slight cough, it kept sucking small articles
into its opening.
Changing my course, I ran the engulfer along the walls. Everything movable vanished rapidly, including a small calendar
and a large bee that had recently buzzed through an open window. Using more care, I made a wide detour around objects
which I wished to remain in their proper places.
Finally, lowering my swallower, I made my way toward the
woodbox, just as a loud knock came from the door. Turning my
head in that direction, I neglected to observe the cat with her
three kittens, quietly sipping milk from a saucer. Suddenly, a
hair-raising howl made me jump off the floor. I brought my head
around with a jerk, just in time to see three tails disappear into
the sweeper's mouth. The old cat, having more presence of mind,
sprang to one side, with all its calico hair pointed in my direction.
Three cats at once were too much for my absorber to consume. It wheezed and whined. Frantically I ripped the cord from
the wall and gingerly reached one hand into the super's mouth,
retrieving all my pets. Although they were badly shaken from
their sudden trip, they quickly recovered, but kept a leery eye
on my supersweeper.

>=

==========-oo

CRAMP'S NOISY CORPSE

Cramp and Dinghy were students of the old school and were
successfully reared on dried codfish and boiled potatoes. Although they remained companions to the end, at times their
friendship reached a low ebb. Under outside observation, their
association seemed to be on a dog-eat-dog basis.
The question was always open as to which commanded the
greater courage under hair-raising events. In order to settle this
touchy subject, a most unusual plan was arranged by several
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young bucks in the greatest secrecy. Dinghy was notified of
Cramp's passing away and was elected to sit up with his old
friend's remains all night, as was the custom in their generation.
There was no doubt of Dinghy's grief, as he reclined in Cramp's
big rocker, faithfully on guard.
Suddenly a scratching noise came from the next room. Dinghy
finished loading his pipe and slowly shuffied in. He slid the
covers from Cramp's temporary quarters and took a peek. Seemingly satisfied, he returned to the rocker. Again the scratching
noise came, only louder.
"What's going on in there?" roared Dinghy; and with surprising speed approached Cramp's inactive form and closely scrutinized it. As he was about to withdraw, Cramp slowly rose. The
hair on Dinghy's neck followed suit. Between fear and anger, he
mustered all his supply of courage.
"Cap," he bellowed tremulously, "if you're a corpse, behave
like one, or I'll make one of you lightning quick!"
His right shot out and caught Cramp squarely on his jib
nose, knocking him backward into the box.
A loud commotion sounded outside the house. The door Hew
open and in rushed the culprits. They pulled Cramp from his
wooden tomb, and vigorously applied artificial respiration.
"Dinghy," gasped Cramp, "you win. You've more courage
than 1."
"Maybe so," quavered Dinghy, ''but just run your hand down
the back of my neck." Dinghy's hair was still up.

~=====oo=-

CREMATINGANOLDPAL

Although I was aware that it would be only a matter of time,
I felt deep remorse when the day finally arrived to pay my
respects to one of my closest companions. We had been nearly
inseparable during the past five years. Though he was ''built
well," it was hard labor that had at last brought about the inevitable end.
The deep snow and freezing weather made it impracticable
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to deposit my partner into the cold earth. Mter moments of
solemn deliberation and meditation I decided to cremate my old
pal. Carefully raising his limp form from the cold floor, I gently
folded his tattered legs. With my head bowed, I tenderly laid
him on the andirons and watched him disintegrate into ashes.
Tears rolled down my weather-beaten face, as I slowly arose
from my knees and cast one last look into the gray remains.
"Gone, but not forgotten," I murmured, and bid farewell to
my worn-out overalls.

GOOD HUNTING
Removing my double-barrel shotgun from the peg, I made
preparations for a hunting jaunt, assisted by a stout cane made
from a wild-apple tree. I was of the opinion that if I could find
a spot overlooking an open space, there I would make a stand
and content myself with the belief that a wild animal or bird
would pass within range of my sights. Loading one barrel with
number-six shot and the other with buck, so as to be ready for
deer or fowl, I seated myself at the foot of a large cat-spruce
tree and laying my cane close by, ignited my TD pipe. Being a
trifle weary, I gradually slumped between two roots and was
soon in a dormant condition.
Suddenly I awoke with a start. My old sou'wester had fallen
to the ground and somebody was drumming on top of my head.
As I raised a shaky hand to my top piece, a speckled woodpecker
darted to one side. Lowering my hand, I observed small drops of
blood on my finger tips. There was no doubt as to the intentions
of the woodpecker. He had in all probability mistaken my skull
for a part of the tree trunk and pecked diligently in hopes of
finding a tender worm, or, if he found soft drilling, of making
a permanent home inside of my cranium.
As I reached for my cane, a white object caught my attention. Using my walking stick for a hook, I pulled the object
within reach of my grasp and found it to be a small piece of
paper on which were scrawled these words: "Tidings, just
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stopped by to extinguish your fire and remove the TD. You'll
find it inside your sou'wester. Good hunting, Cap."
I glanced down at my feet and was astounded to see a small
burnt area among the leaves. During my siesta my pipe had
apparently turned bottom up and the hot ashes ha~ undoubtedly fallen to the ground. I thanked my good fortune that a
friend had passed, otherwise at that moment I might have been
a flaming torso.
Upon erecting my person, I was about to shoulder my gun
when a slight rustle attracted my attention. Barely five fathoms
away stood a monstrous partridge. Quickly jabbing my cane into
the turf, I carefully took aim. Then I remembered that only one
barrel was loaded with bird shot, but during my snooze I had
completely forgotten which one. I opened the gun and discovered that both chambers were empty. This greatly annoyed me
as I distinctly remembered loading both barrels.
However, repeating my efforts, I again took aim. The bird
had jumped to an old wall and was hopping from stone to
stone. A flash of white caused me to hold my fire, as a large doe
came into view, a few yards beyond the partridge. With the
extreme desire to bag both with one loading, I edged forward
with my arms outstretched, completely unaware that I was hunting in the vicinity of an old well. Suddenly I took a port list
and found myself completely out of control. "Man overboard,"
I bellowed and went headlong into the water hole. During my
intense confusion I pulled both triggers. My fowling piece exploded in a loud salute. After considerable maneuvering I righted
myself and found that I had approximately two feet freeboard.
To one advancing at a distance, I would seem to be hull-down.
With the clumsiness of a sick alligator I crawled from my wet
berth and retreated to my forecastle. Although I returned with
neither fowl nor venison, I did content myself with the fact that
I had seen both, and if the excavator had dug his well in a
different spot, I would at this moment have had my larder filled
to its scuppers.
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DEPRESSION CHRISTMAS

At the peak of the great depression, with jobs fewer than
four-legged ducks, I went forth to Christmas-shop with a mere
three dollars. Within thirty minutes I was completely penniless.
While wandering along a narrow street, I happened by chance
to enter a shop whose business was to loan money on the security
of articles left within. Having on my back a coat of some value,
I left the shop with a two-dollar bill and a substitute wrapper of
much thinner material but which served the purpose as the
temperature had rapidly risen. With renewed hopes, I purchased various articles and would have had sufficient funds to
complete my shopping had it not been for the consumption of
several large hamburgers. Although these immensely boosted my
vigor, the names of two close relatives had to be crossed off my
list.
Having the Christmas spirit in heart but not in hand, I returned to the brokers. After haranguing for several minutes, I
exchanged my long seaman's boots for a pair of used carpet slippers, and received in currency a handful of small change.
Arriving home under snowy skies, the presents were hastily
placed on the tree. The storm was such that the arrival of our
kinsfolk was canceled. In the meantime, all outbound presents
were sharply scrutinized.
It was on the ebb of the severe storm that I noticed an air
of uneasiness among my buckaroos in regard to the distribution
of gifts to our relatives. Times being hard as they were and fully
appreciating the love of giving-but altering somewhat the direction of the thought-it was the unanimous vote of the immediate
personnel to withhold all gifts on hand for our personal use, regardless of address.
After the storm, however, cards arrived by the score, stating
that due to harassing times it was preferable that no gifts be sent
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or received, with the exception of imparting good cheer. Of
the latter we had an abundance and were quick to retaliate.
~====~

HOOF-AND-MOUTH DISEASE

Having pulled up my sloop in a foreign port for the winter,
I at once stocked my larder with the necessary supplies to main~
tain my survival during the cold months. For several weeks I
feasted off the fat of the Iamb until my stores were nearly exhausted and my purchasing power had dwindled to that of a
bankrupt hobo. Placing my scanty provisions on a locker, I prepared a sixty-day menu of such low nutrition value that the
mere thought of it would have discouraged the hopes of a scabby
mouse.
While passing through this weakening existence, I became
aware of a soreness in and about my throat. I gazed into my
mirror and made a careful inspection, and, after consulting several medical pamphlets, including Cugle's Navigation and the
Farmer's Almanac, it was unanimously concluded that I had contracted the hoof-and-mouth disease, which in all probability was
acquired while living off the fat of the lamb.
Faintly remembering an effective cure that at one time was
used only by persons of substantial means, I straightway prepared an imitation solution to which I added a small quantity of
coal tar, a few strands of oakum, and a can of Bab-o. After continuous boiling for several hours, I produced a mass with the ability
not only to dehydrate a bug but also to dehorn a cow. Spreading
my jaws to the unhinging point, I thoroughly applied a thick
undercoat of this mixture and retired to my bunk.
It was early morning when I was awakened by a ferocious
breathing sound which I at once deemed was a snoring sea serpent with its scaley head laid across the sloop's deck. Leaping to
my feet, I opened the companionway door and peeked out. Suddenly I realized that the noise was closer than I had anticipated
and that it was in the vicinity of my person.
I swiveled around several times and discovered to my great
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astonishment that it was I. Grasping my mirror, I opened my
mouth and was horrified at its complete emptiness. My teeth
had completely vanished, with the exception of two large molars.
These two survivors had been firmly rooted and remained like a
pair of black sentinels in a cavern.
Gaping further into my esophagus, I discovered that my tonsils, which had been magnificent in size, were shrunk to mere
specks; and my nose, which had been sealed for years, was as
free as an eight-inch funnel. I was completely airated.
This conglomeration, which I had so carefully prepared, had
powers far beyond the original cure, and it could not only remove the hoof-and-mouth disease permanently, but also the
hoofs.

_____

,__

-------------

_......_.. SUPERVITAMINS

Reclining in my armchair, I was suddenly awakened by a
member of the household who announced that the time had arrived for the distribution of the Christmas gifts.
At last my good behavior was rewarded with a four-by-eight
package. Quickly breaking the ribbon, I drew forth my present,
and adjusted my double-vision glasses. Bending my head backward and focusing my eyes in a position so as to see the end of
my nose, I peered through my spectacles for identification of the
gift. I was overcome with joy as I read the word "Supervitamins."
Apparently one of my friends was interested in my health.
I removed the stopper from the bottle and shook out four or
five capsules into my hand, tossed them into my mouth and replaced the stopper. As the evening wore on, I repeatedly dropped
in a few of the supers. I was about to iterate another dose, when
the lights flickered and went out. However, I managed to locate
my intake and deposit part of my present.
After some confusion and upsetting the Christmas tree, the
lights went on. I was having difficulty in consuming my last installment and it was finally necessary to remove the contents
from my mouth. Under close examination it was discovered that
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I had, during the blackout, dropped the stopper into my mouth
and the capsules back into the bottle.
)oC=~

THE PORKER IN THE CHIMNEY

As soon as I transferred my pig from his pen into a barrel, I
went about curing the hams in my usual custom. This was done
by hanging them in the chimney top. Here the smoke from the
fires cured them to my satisfaction. Having arranged the hams
in the above manner, I completely dismissed them from my mind,
until such time when I removed them from the chimney.
Shortly after this procedure, a car stopped in front of my
cabin and a well-dressed stranger disembarked. Slowly advancing and gazing intently at the roof, he accosted me in an excited
voice, "Mister, have you a hog?"
"I did," I replied, wondering a little at his question.
"Well, sir, I have traveled extensively in all parts of the world
and have seen many strange and unusual happenings but I believe, sir, I am witnessing one of the most extraordinary and
unbelievable events of my whole career."
He removed his sunglasses and stared assiduously at the roof
top. Then he rapidly winked his eyes. "Sir," he continued, "''m
of the opinion that your porker in jumping out of his pen overshot his objective and has dove headfirst down your chimney.
It's unbelievable, sir, unbelievable!"
As the stranger retreated to his car, I heard him mutter to
himself, " 'The time has come,' the walrus said, 'to talk of many
things; of shoes and ships and sealing wax, of cabbages and
kings and why the sea is boiling hot and whether pigs have
wings.'"
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WANDERING CRAMPS

Being subject to cramps which cause me at times extreme
pain and grief, it was after careful consideration that I accepted
an invitation to spend the night with a briny friend.
After debating several hours upon a sensitive topic, which
was no more nor less than which of us had consumed the most
seawater during our sailing days, we gradually dozed in our
chairs and soon became completely inactive. My slouched position was such that it was with little effort that a belligerent cramp
crept into my old bones and securely lodged itself inside the arch
of my starboard foot.
I awoke with a cry and desperately tried to drive the pest
away by fiercely kicking the chair leg, but the cramp had a firm
grip and was slowly drawing my foot into a contorted position.
I shouted loudly several times for assistance but to no avail.
Salty's snores were like deep distant thunder.
Finally, I could stand the pain no longer and cried out frantically, "Breakers-dead ahead!"
A whistling snore was cut short as Salty sprang to his feet.
"Hard a lee," he bellowed and fumbled around for his bearings.
Seeing me in great agony, he quickly came to my aid, grasped
my bent ankle in one hand and vigorously rubbed my cramped
foot with the other until the spasmodic creature was forced into
my heel and out. The relief was so gratifying that I lighted my
TD pipe and peacefully relaxed.
Suddenly Salty's port leg shot straight out as he brought it
savagely down on the hard floor with a bang. "Great guns and
good Jerusalem," he bellowed. "Your cramp has gone into mel"
With brotherly sympathy I applied the same kind of treatment
as I had received and shortly a reprieve came, but the cramp
was persistent and immediately jumped into his other foot.
"Shiver my timbers," he moaned. "Rub harder, Cap!"
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I used both my hands energetically until the pain had subsided
and the cramp was completely overpowered and extinguished,
but only after it had given me a farewell nip which for a few
seconds made me twist and groan.
At the break of dawn Salty bid me adieu with a stiff reminder
that under no circumstances would I be permitted to enter his
quarters without first being thoroughly searched for any concealed muscular contractions.

!loo'"""--------,.,.,---- WATEREVERYWHERE
~

~

~

I had been accustomed to tend my trawls at an early hour,
returning before dusk. It was very provoking when I discovered
that my fuel tank was empty and that I should have to resort to
my sail for sufficient horse power. Under these conditions I approached the land long after ~ark and drifted up the treacherous
river on the Hood tide.
As I moored my craft and made things ship-shape, a thick fog
rolled in. Being familiar with the lay of the land, I lowered myself into my skiff and rowed toward shore in complete confidence.
Feeling the bow scrape bottom, I grasped the painter and jumped
out.
Unable to locate the stake, I fastened the rope to a large rock
and walked toward what I thought was higher land. Suddenly I
found myself knee-deep in water. Turning about and trying a
different course, I again submerged to the Plimsoll mark.
Using the tactics of a down-east fog eater, I listened for
familiar sounds and followed the water's edge. To my extreme
surprise I stumbled into my skiff. Slumping on the middle
thwart, I lighted my pipe and mulled over the situation.
Gradually the fog lifted until I could see faint lights beyond.
To my great astonishment I found that I had landed on a small
mussel bed and was completely surrounded by water. Once more
boarding my skiff, I finally tied up on my shore, and with the
waning strength of a worn-out thole pin, I steered my soggy feet
homeward.
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LIZZIE M. PLANTATION

My sloop, the Lizzie M., had developed a severe case of decay
which in all probability was brought about by laying at anchor
too long in Rotterdam. As she seemed unfit for future use, I
sailed her deteriorating hulk into a sheltered creek. With the
aid of a strong breeze and a high floor, she was soon grounded
beyond the reach of any tidal attack. As the water withdrew, she
slowly settled into the soft mud and finally came to rest with a
sharp port list. However my sea legs were good and the list of
minor consequence.
By using a gangplank, I was able to depart and return with
little effort. As this would be my permanent quarters for an indefinite period, and since the warm weather was close at hand,
I began to search along the creek's bank for a garden site. This
gave me considerable worriment, as the ground was thickly
covered with marsh grass which was securely rooted beyond any
necessity. The creek's bed seemed the likeliest spot, it being free
of vegetation, but this was impractical with the ebb and flow of
the tide.
As I stood, deeply meditating in my habitual lean, a brilliant
thought thrashed its way into my cerebrum. Hastily procuring
two wooden buckets, I at once conveyed a large pile of mud to
the sloop's deck and soon had a fair-size patch of every essential
vegetable.
Between the foremast and the windlass was my com belt.
Around the mast I planted peas and pole beans. Further aft were
cucumbers, pumpkins, greens and two rows of Irish potatoes.
The weather was such that my plants grew luxuriously.
Occasionally I walked into town and was often questioned as
to the reason for my tilting gait. At such times I would find myself hiking along at a sidewise angle of approximately forty-five
degrees, with one leg stuck out for a brace as was my custom
in moving about the listed sloop.
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As the summer wore away, my craft became a tangle of
leaves and vines. Pumpkins and cukes hung gracefully along her
salty bulwarks. :Peas and beans were masthead high. It was an
ordinary spectacle to see me astraddle the crossh·ees gathering
a mess of green beans for my dinner.
In the early fall I proceeded to harvest my bumper crops and
I was exceedingly flabbergasted when digging my potatoes I
found several completely encased in clam shells.

Having been bequeathed six Rhode Island red hens and a
large red rooster, it seemed advisable to capture the birds after
dark when they would be in a drowsy mood.
On the night following my bequest I approached the hen coop,
unlatched the door and, with both arms outstretched and curling
my fingers like a hawk, I crept toward the roost in search of my
biddies. After several loud squawks I located my layers and
shortly had them inside· the car trunk roosting on the spare tire
which was lying on the floor.
Reaching my destination, I grasped my flashlight and threw
up the trunk cover. As I flashed the light into the dark compartment, the most astonishing sight held me spellbound.
There were my six Rhode Island reds-some on their backs
with their feet up and others sitting in a slumped position. Apparently my birds were overcome for the lack of oxygen, but here
the stately rooster had come to their rescue. Having more vitality
than the rest of his family, he had located the air pump and
with both feet on the floor rest and the pump handle in his bill
h~ was flapping his wings, at the same time working the pump
handle up and down, pumping air to his exhausted family.
Quickly recovering from my trance, I removed the squawkers
from their temporary tomb and by artificial respiration completely revived them.
With the exception of one, my flock received no ill effects
from their hazardous voyage. This one bibbie will occasionally
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lay five or six eggs in rapid succession, then in a mopey condition
will for several days not produce at all.

-----------------------________.., LAY OR BUST
Some years ago, I purchased two bags of feed-one contained
Lay-or-Bust and the other, just regular feed for my pig. Through
some oversight, I dumped the Lay-or-Bust into the pig box and
the hog ration into the hen hopper. The mistake was not discovered until the feed was nearly consumed.
Upon my discovery, I immediately consulted a veterinary,
who after some deliberation decided that we should closely watch
both pig and hens for any signs of uneasiness or unusual antics.
As we leaned on the henyard door our attention was attracted
to a hen in the far end of the enclosure. She was desperately
trying to root up a small bush, uttering an occasional grunt. As
we saw no other peculiarities among the layers, we moved over
to the pig yard.
There was no doubt as to the critical condition of my porker.
The curl had disappeared from his tail and he stood dejectedly
in the center of his pen. The Lay-or-Bust had completely disfigured him, and as it was impossible for him to lay, it was very
possible and probable that he would bust. His tremendous size
and shape was extremely pitiful and shocking. Like an overinflated balloon he awaited his extinction.
"There is always the question just how and where he will
come apart," explained the vet. "It might help to place large hose
clamps around him, and when the end finally comes, most of
your rooter will be intact."
He paused in deep meditation, then with a reassuring pat,
called my attention to another method. We stepped over the pig
fence and walked up to my miniature hippo. Placing his finger
on a spot just forward of the hog's left ham, he explained that
the particular spot could be tapped and a safety valve inserted
which would release any built-up pressure over fifteen pounds.
I immediately procured the necessary equipment and the
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operation was performed with gratifying success. My pig was
completely deflated. Although I didn't remove the safety valve,
I did remove the Lay-or-Bust from his menu and, as expected,
the curl finally returned to his tail.

=============

CRAMP AND THE BOARS

Grandfather was a Civil War veteran and although he had
survived many battles, he nearly met his death by a herd of wild
boars.
He had been detailed on a scouting expedition and was overtaken by darkness, so he decided to build a small fire and wait
for daylight. He had barely made preparations when a weird
noise echoed through the forest. Suddenly Cramp was surrounded
by several ferocious boars. They stamped around the fire, at
first some distance away, tl1en drawing closer, until they could
almost nip his coattail, while he blew on the fire, trying to make
it burn brighter. Finally his firewood was exhausted and he was
forced to seek other means of protection.
A short distance away stood a huge tree, -with a large limb,
within reach of his grasp. He gave a mighty spring, and as his
fingers closed over the limb, he felt the ravenous boars rip off
his leather boots. "Saved by the soles of my shoes," he gasped,
and settled himself on a higher roost.
At the first signs of dawn Cramp peered down through the
thick foliage to see if the coast was clear, but no such luck.
There they were, patiently waiting to exterminate him. Some
were stretched on the ground as though asleep, while others were
sitting, and a few, in their uneasiness, were pacing back and
forth, casting vicious glances aloft.
Cramp removed his battered hat and frantically scratched
his head, thinking of a plan to dispose of his foes. He happened
to rub his hands on the tree trunk and was greatly surprised to
find it covered with large blisters of pitchy balsam. Scooping off
enough balsam to make several small balls, he tossed them down
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to the boars and watched them wrestle over their gummy breakfast. Suddenly he noticed that they were having trouble with
their teeth. He lowered himself for a clearer view and discovered
to his great astonishment that their mouths were firmly stuck
together. The pitchy balsam had completely sealed their jaws
and all they could do was curl their lips and give Cramp a grinny
look. He at once dropped to the ground and retreated in perfect
safety.
..-----~- ..

LIVING WITH THE MOLLUSKS

I pulled up my sloop, the Lizzie M., for the winter and retreated to my shore quarters. Gradually I spent my summer's
savings until tl1ey had dwindled away to a mere dribble. With
the wolf barely a fathom's length from my door stool, I was
forced to take my clam hoe in hand and proceed to the land of
the bivalve mollusks. Day after day I toiled in the mucky flats
for my subsistence.
Suddenly I became aware that I was continually moving
about in a bent position, not only while digging but also in my
cabin. At such times I would quickly adjust myself to the correct posture. Occasionally, during a drowsy mood in my rocker,
I would find myself in the midst of a large clam community with
thousands of long neck bivalves blankly gaping in my direction,
causing me to awake with a start.
I became so accustomed to carrying a clam hod that on one
occasion, while on a trip to my well, I discovered that I was
trying to fill two empty clam baskets with water. Shyly peering
about for a make-fun onlooker, I scurried to my cabin and
quickly exchanged them for two tight containers.
A few days later I hit upon a scheme that greatly eased my
aching spine. By strapping a four-foot board to my back in a
vertical position, at the lower end of which were fastened four
bricks, I found that little effort was needed to straighten my person. The only bad feature of this plan is that if one who had
been digging for a long period is not extremely careful, upon
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quitting he could be straightened so quickly that he might be
sprung in the opposite direction.

================

IN THE HORSE TRADE

In the early nineteen hundreds I got weary of the sea. It was,
therefore, with only minor grief that I watched a screeching sou'easter sweep my sloop high and dry upon the rocky shore of
my water rights.
I always had an eager longing to be a horse jockey, and
now I felt that the time came to humor my intense desire.
Hastily preparing my person for a business jaunt, I proceeded
on foot to a nearby neighbor, who after careful consideration
gave me permission to borrow his rig, i.e., horse and wagon,
for exactly one week to purchase horses for my jockeying.
I was hardly underway, when I encountered my first mishap.
Through some error of calculation, my steed overreached his
rear foot onto his foreward hoof, loosening a shoe which came
scaling over the dasher, causing me to keep a sharp lookout from
then on.
In the first village I was fortunate to procure two specimens
of rare horseflesh-one with bulging eyes of different colors and
the other a bobtail with a slight limp and a large hump on her
starboard quarter, but which the seller emphatically stated was
only a temporary fixture. Hitching the animals to the rear of
the wagon, where a pile of loose hay had been placed for their
convenience, I proceeded to another town, where in my opinion
great skill and judgment was used in my dickering. For the sum
of thirty-five dollars I left town with seven creatures of various
colors and coughs, making a total of nine quadrupeds. Although
immensely pleased with my purchases, I needed a few more
traders for an even dozen.
'
Upon descending a steep incline, I became aware of an uneasiness in my borrowed team. Suddenly the starboard holdback
parted, causing the wagon to roll against the team's legs, which
at once set off down the hill at a wild gallop. My rear varieties
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were quick to take advantage of my predicament and eagerly
stampeded with a terrific roar. As I zig-zagged crazily down the
hill, I thought of my anchor and hawser aboard my grounded
sloop, which, if I could have had at that moment, would have
helped immensely to retard my speed. However, by bracing my
feet and giving several mighty heaves on the reins, I brought my
unscrupulous runaways under control on the outskirts of a small
village. Here a group of excited boys were loudly shouting,
"Here comes the circus."
In order to procure my dozen dickerers, I was forced to take,
in trade, a cow with one horn and a spavined mule with a disposition equal only to Satan's.
One day ahead of schedule I reached my neighbor's dwelling
and graciously returned his equipment, also an extra horseshoe
which I had acquired through a sharp purchase. Leading my
one-horner close up and my trading nags on a long painter, I
at last arrived home minus sixty-five hard-earned dollars but
with twelve of the most beautiful specimens that ever limped on
terra firma. Using an anchor and six fathoms of line to each
animal, I baited them around my grassy quarters until their
bilges were completely filled.
For six months I dickered and traded, as customers came and
went. At the end of that time I had in my possession thirty-seven
creatures of notorious dispositions and habits. With spring in the
sky, and the smell .of hemp in the air and my property heavily
mortgaged, I turned again to my sloop for a livelihood. After
much advertising and spurts of sharp dickering, I disposed of
my entire collection to one buyer. I also gave him a sealed envelope containing a list of the characteristics of his purchase,
namely-ten kickers, ten biters, five cribbers, five wind-broken,
four heavers, two runaways, one with all the above qualifications,
and all thirty-seven, limpers.
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BRITISH HELP

During the war of 1812 Great-grandfather was engaged in
coastal trade. His freight consisted of general cargo and a few
brave passengers.
One day, a ship about ten hours out of port was sighted by
the packet's lookout. Great-gramp, having extremely long vision,
climbed the ratlines and soon identified it as a large British
man-of-war. Quickly descending, he gave the alarm, which
greatly terrified the entire group. Comforting words, however,
assured them that they were safe-in fact, just as safe as though
they were in their own father's homes.
He ordered the passengers below deck, with a stem reminder
not to poke their heads up at the price of their lives. His demands
were swiftly obeyed and just in time. The frigate, with a stiff
breeze abaft her beam, was rapidly approaching.
Great-gramp descended the companionway and presently
emerged in a disguise equal only to that of Sherlock Holmes. He
was completely wrapped up in an old patch-work quilt, with
only his wrinkled visage showing-and that was fiercely spotted
with dots of red ocher. ·
As he sat in a humped position astride the long tiller, a deep
boom came from the British ship. Suddenly a cannon ball kicked
up the water a few feet from the packet's bow. Great-gramp
swung his craft into the wind and hobbled forward to pull down
the jib.
A boat was hastily lowered from the frigate's side. It was
manned by a sturdy crew of sailors and commanded by a pompous individual of enormous build. They pulled alongside with
a loud "Ahoy there, packet!"
"Why, how do you do?" groaned Great-gramp. "I was never
so pleased to see anyone in my whole life. Come right aboard,
."
srr.
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"What is the trouble?'' demanded the British officer curtly.
'We are liberally infested with smallpox and need assistance
at once," cried Great-gramp, making up a hideous face.
The officer cast a fearful look and waving his arms yelled, "To
'eck with you!" Frantically applying their oars, the British retreated to the man-of-war, and upon boarding it they at once
proceeded in the opposite direction.
-=======~

THE FIRST TRAIN RIDE

Having been reared on t..lie extreme end of a peninsula, at a
considerable distance from any social activities and with no
transportation facilities other than horse and wagon, it was with
grave concern that I viewed Grandmother's preparations to move
to the state of Connecticut. I doubted our ability to migrate so
great a distance.
When we arrived at the depot, I nimbly jumped over the
wheel and helped Gram disembark from tl1e buckboard. Flossy,
of mule ancestry, was hastily hitched to the rail. I carried our
ten parcels to the platform and stacked them as high as I could
reach, then stood guard over our complete equipment.
A deep whistle sounded from the east, making my ears twitch.
Flossie's flopped to all points of the compass, then suddenly becarne rigid and stood out like two alert ventilators. The mule
and I had never seen a train, and as it poked its black nose
around the bend and clattering recklessly came .down the track,
I became extremely excited and jittery. Gram, sensing my nervous
condition, grasped the back of my sweater, and although she
had checked my departure on other occasions, she was no match
for my present state. As the black monster roared past in a swish
of steam, I frantically leaped in the opposite direction. The threefoot stretch of my sweater gave Gram an opportunity to glance
downward and then was jerked swiftly off the platform, landing
in a bent position. I raced madly past the mule just as she reared
up and parted the hitch. Stricken with fear we both galloped
wildly down the street, neck and neck. A fearless pedestrian
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leaped from the curb as if to check Flossie's rapid advance but
was quickly apprehended by Grandmother, who was desperately
trying to retrieve me.
"To heck with the mule, stop the boy!" she screamed.
Flossy, skillfully using her mule sense, crashed into a hydrant
and was immediately relieved of all her accessories, then, with
the speed of a mad loon, galloped fiercely toward the peninsula.
Overcome by exhaustion, I slackened my speed and was
finally run down by an officer. Although we missed the 9:30
Pullman, we did make connections with the 2:15, after I was
bribed with six cones of ice cream and two dozen ripe bananas.

=-=-= =c: =====c: ====c:::-o NATURE PROVIDES
Through unavoidable circumstances it was necessary to evacuate my present abode and seek other means of habitation. Loading my meager possessions into a vehicle with rickety joints and
perching my offspring on top, we proceeded in a northerly direction.
With my finances likened to a low-drained tide, I was obliged
to purchase a small wooded area for a site on which to build.
As it would take considerable time and labor to erect a suitable
dwelling, it seemed advisable to construct a temporary shelter
in which to harbor our united mass.
I led my papooses into a spruce thicket where we savagely
charged into a cluster of half-grown trees and quickly relieved
them of their wooden arms. By using the instinctive methods of
my ancestors, a brush tent was rapidly assembled which would
accommodate our entire personnel.
As darkness closed in, mosquitoes and other bloodthirsty insects were kept at bay by each member of our group, standing
a four-hour watch. Only once were we interrupted in our temporary quarters. At two bells on the third night, during the midwatch, I was awakened by the deep bay of a hound. Before
I could fully arouse my sluggish faculties, two swift-moving
bodies passed completely through our wigwam. For an instant
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my blood circulated with the intensity of a revolving barber
pole.
As our permanent lodge was gradually being erected it was
necessary' to procure water for our personal needs. Fanning out
through the dense woods at approximah~ly five fathoms apart,
the entire household walked forth to locate a likely spot. Suddenly a loud hoot caused us to assemble under a massive oak
tree. Here a damp spot had been discovered, seemingly a favorable place in which to dig. Arranging my buckaroos in a circle,
we dropped to our knees and dug ferociously into the moist
earth. Finally a vein was tapped with a supply to satisfy our
wants. At times, after ·a severe rain, the well water rises to such
a height that it is necessary to climb the huge oak in order to fill
a container. Having accomplished one of our greatest tasks, we
were soon living on a scale equal to the lords of England.

===~ ======-=x:::~ =c:: =~ == FOOTBALL
Our hist game of football was scheduled with a ruthless lot
that discarded all rules and regulations. They had been so liberal
with their abuse in a previous game that we were left groveling
on the ground. We were a spindly team and not only never won
a game, but never even scored. It would, no doubt, be written
in the school annals that these were our weakest moments. There
was only cine possibility of turning the tide-if beef and brawn
were the answer.
We had on ·the school's register the names of a dozen or more
habitual absentees. These lads were absent through no fault of
theirs, as it was, in the early ·nineteen hundreds, necessary for
them to work in order to maintain an existence. These boys were
our only hope of withstanding the punishment that our opponents would certainly deliver.
However, they were as far from being football players as
Maine is from Miami, but they had the constitution of Old
Ironsides and the endurance of John L. Sullivan. Teaching them
the science of the sport would have been wasted effort. They
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had been halibut and sword-fishing and were as tough as lignum
vitae.
Salty was the mightiest of the group, and he not only tipped
the scales at two hundred and fifty pounds, but he had arms that
hung to his knees and hands that, when spread out, would completely cover a pie plate.
Hardtack was not so powerful, but he excelled in other features. His tiny eyes were tucked in close up to his wafer nose,
which at the end was decorated with long, stiff, black hair, giving him the appearance of a charging rhino.
Hornbeam had all the aspects of a wild steer. Unlike Hardtack, his peepers were close to his ears. He wore a twenty-inch
collar and a pair of short rubber boots which were his permanent fixtures. It was Hornbeam who, after falling overboard on
the Grand Banks while his vessel was heaved to, shouted to the
men who were dressing fish that if it was inconvenient for them to
hook him out at the moment, he would wait and tread water
until a slack spell came in their splitting.
These, along with several others, were picked members for
the substitute and second team.
A few minutes before the game, the coach called up his shock
troops and hastily reviewed them. "Remember, boys," he warned,
"in case you are put into action, we want few casualties and,
above all, no fatalities."
"Aye, aye, sir," responded Salty, who had been elected captain and was absent-mindedly tying a shroud knot.
Our first team did remarkably until the last quarter. Although we had not scored, which was mostly habit, but partly
due to the flooded gridiron, we had managed to stay afloat. It
was at this point that our opponents held a conference in the
far end of the gravel pit and called in fresh reinforcements.
Having a bent collar bone, I humped my shoulder and held my
chin over it for protection.
Our substitutes, who were impatiently waiting, were pawing
the gravel like wild stallions. Noticing our fagged-out condition,
the coach called for a recess and arrangements were made to in56

stall our seconds. As they galloped to the front, a shrill voice
cried from the bank of the pit, "He's putting in his trusties."
Salty lined up his buccaneers in wild-goose formation. At
the proper signal, they waded into their adversaries and not only
carried the pig-skin non-stop to a touchdown, but they also carried away parts of their foes wearing apparel. Salty, with his big
hands, had barbarously ripped one leg off an opponent's pair of
pants while Hardtack, having lost his rubber boots, and who was
playing barefoot, had salvaged a pair of shoes. As he bent over
to fit them on, a ferocious tackle came from the windward side
and booted him headlong onto his face.
Hardtack was quick to get revenge, and the visiting team was
in need of a substitute.
With three minutes to go, our coach reminded Salty, who had
for the moment, forgotten that the game was played for one
side to win, that it was our earnest desire to achieve a victory.
Doubling his huge fists, which were as big as bricks, Salty called
a conference. "This is my ultimatum!" he roared. "Shake out
your topsails. We've got a fair wind but a head tide."
Biting off a chunk of Black B.L., he led his crew to a successful conquest. Although the hardy victors loudly scoffed that it
had not been a tough game, there was noticeable evidence of
hair and hide being scuffed off in several places.
~~~~~~t=:~~-----~~

HIS BIGGEST SWEAT

A cold had been nibbling about Cramp's chest for several days
and only a good sweat would bring about its departure.
Placing a flaming saucerful of spirits under a cane-seated
chair, he covered himself with a large bed quilt and, with the
similarity of a nun buoy, he straddled the chair for a good steaming. Now and then he indulged in a noggin of spirits so as to
maintain a fire inside, as well as out. Everyone was forbidden to
open the door the tiniest crack, as he could not be subjected
to the meanest draft.
All of a sudden, Cramp gave a powerful spring into the air.
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"Godfrey mighty and eight hands around!" he bellowed. "Get a
bucket of water, quick. My keel is on fire!"
The bucket being empty, Grandmother substituted a large
pan of sweet milk. Lifting the edge of the quilt, I sang out excitedly, "Let him have it!" When the cold milk hit his smoking
seat, he leaped about with the semblance of a wounded kangaroo.
He circled the living room several times, with the quilt draped
over his head, and by a sheer miracle he missed the many obstacles along his parallel.
As this was long before radar, Cramp must have had some
other secret means of determining his course. Possibly he used
the Milky Way.
Finally, we gave him the "all out" signal, and as he sank to
the floor, completely tuckered, he flopped about like a dying
rooster.
The cane-seated chair was completely gutted, and Cramp was
in possession of a large burned-out area. However, he was free
from colds for several months, and there was never a doubt that
this was his biggest sweat.
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